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Dear Global Investor, 
 
 

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2015-Q2 
 
 

Performance Review: 
 
INTAC’s book of investments, excluding reduced liquidity investments, (“INTAC’s Book”) has declined -
25.29% over the quarter (i.e. April 17, 2015 to July 17, 2015), with the majority of these loses taking place in July 
2015.  It is important to note that INTAC’s Book has outperformed the passively managed, leveraged investible 
comparable Gold and Precious Metal Mining Shares and Related Investments (“G&PM investments”) indexes of 
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Bull 3X ETF (“NUGT”) (see chart below) by a factor of 2.2 times, as NUGT lost -
55.2%, and Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Bull 3X ETF (“JNUG”) (see chart below) by factor of 1.7 times, 
as JNUG lost -41.8%, over the quarter (i.e. April 17, 2015 to July 17, 2015).  This indicates that our active 
management and our daily efforts are producing relative outperformance.  We endeavor to translate these efforts 
into absolute outperformance over the long term and as the market eventually sustainably recovers.  Our bottom 
line is that we are maintaining our overweight, concentrated and leveraged exposure to Gold and Precious Metal 
Mining Shares and Related Investments (“G&PM investments”), which has been the case (as we have expressed 
through our past INTAC Investment Commentaries, INTAC Quarterly Statements, Annual Client Reviews and 
our discussions with clients) for numerous years, and that we do not support selling any G&PM investments after 
enduring such severe declines and at a time that we believe that these G&PM investments are massively 
undervalued.  As investment managers that have the ability to invest in virtually any region, country, market, 
sector, or industry in the world, we do not currently see any sector that exhibits the same degree of upside return 
potential as the G&PM investments sector at this time.  The chart further below of the S&P 500 index divided by 
the XAU index (e.g. US blue chip stocks divided by gold and silver stocks) summarizes our view that general 
equities are significantly overvalued (currently unprecedented levels of overvaluation) relative to G&PM 
investments which are significantly undervalued (currently unprecedented levels of relative undervaluation). 
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INTAC Short-term Outlook and Positioning: 

The negative YTD returns for G&PM investments and thus INTAC’s Book are greatly reflective of the strong, 
consistent and concerted downward pressure on the price of gold bullion since the beginning of the year.  This 
downward pressure on the price of gold bullion reached a precipice in a sneak attack very early Monday morning 
on July 20th, 2015 while the major Gold markets (New York and London) were not open and when traders in Asia 
and the NY Globex market of the COMEX, dumped/sold short almost 2 million ounces of “paper” gold breaking 
through the much anticipated 50% Fibonacci retracement level.  This attack is reminiscent of the “Gold Smash” 
that took place in April 2013 which sent the G&PM sector into a downward spiral and its first cyclical low at the 
end of June 2013, and there have been numerous similar attacks since.  Over the quarter we have been patiently 
waiting for the opportunity to buy G&PM investments on such a break-down in the price of gold.  In our INTAC 
Investment Commentary 2015-Q1 we wrote, “It is also possible that the large money center/bullion banks will, 
again, attack the paper price of gold in the futures market in an effort to shake out the last of the retail investors 
prior to the commencement of a sustainable and stellar rally in G&PM.  In this instance we would expect the 50% 
Fibonacci retracement of the entire secular gold bull market (i.e. so far) of $1088 to hold or possible be broken 
marginally to the downside (e.g. $1050 GS gold price target, or $1000 the neckline support of the 2008/2009 
inverse head & shoulders pattern, or possible, but not likely, as far as $891.33 (i.e. the 61.8% Fib. Retracement)).”  
Similarly, in our INTAC Year End Review 2014 Investment Outlook 2015 Commentary we wrote, “We have 
stated that the large money center/bullion banks would like to stretch the proverbial elastic band as far as possible 
to the downside and try to orchestrate a move all the way back down to $1050 in gold”, and as far back as our 
INTAC Year End Review Investment Outlook 2013-2014 we wrote, “Of course once the last weak hand has 
been flushed out the large institutional money investors will have cornered the market - the market they believe 
has the best fundamentals for the next five to ten years. Then these investors will flip from selling it down through 
naked shorts during their accumulation phase to aggressively buying it up (i.e. while they still talk it down 
publically for a year or two).  Eventually after running it up to unimaginable highs and allowing the fundaments 
to prevail (i.e. as they always do over time) these money center banks / bullion banks / large institutional money 
investors will publically be hailing G&PM as the only safe and best investment for the times at which time they 
will be exiting their positions.”.  The 50% Fibonacci retracement level of $1088 and the Goldman Sachs $1050 
target price of gold bullion, as well as numerous other technical trading levels have been persistently a part of our 
ongoing and daily investment and risk management efforts.  As of June 23, 2015 we have a 30% buffer, or we can 
withstand a further 30% decline in the prices of G&PM investments before we would be forced to begin selling 
some positions and this buffer does not include the cash proceeds from the pending all-cash sale of NWM Mining 
Corp. (“NWM”) (see “Update on Reduced Liquidity Investments:” below).  In the case of a further break-down 
in the price of G&PM investments in excess of our approximately 30% buffer we will only sell the bare minimum 
to avoid any margin calls.  However, our strategy is to gradually add to our G&PM investments as the G&PM 
markets marginally drift lower, with the anticipated low volume over the typically slow month of August and then 
into September and October, and/or if the G&PM market finally bottoms and begins to rally over these months 
(i.e. as we expect) by employing our buying power and the cash proceeds from the NWM sale to average down in 
the G&PM investments sector to a level that affords us a 20% buffer.  As the G&PM investments market begins 
to recover we intend to maintain an approximately 20% to 30% buffer by continuing to buy G&PM investments 
by periodically rebalancing the INTAC Book on pull backs through the continued, prudent, use of margin.  
Longer term, we intend to buy and hold G&PM investments through the anticipated recovery and ongoing rally to 
our minimum intended time horizon of the year 2020, or until our macroeconomic analysis indicates that a 
superior investment opportunity presents itself.   
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“What might a significant recovery in the G&PM investments sector look like?” 
 
The most important question our investors have asked us is:  “What might a significant recovery in the G&PM 
investment sector look like and what might it mean for my INTAC account”?  The returns of each client’s INTAC 
sub account are dependent upon the client selected Investment Philosophy (i.e. their relative weighting in equity 
investments (i.e. G&PM investments exclusively) and their relative weighting in cash equivalents (i.e. cash 
equivalents and prudent use of margin/leverage).  However, in consideration of our fund launch and for 
illustrative purposes only we will look at the potential returns relative to the daily chart of the exchange traded 
fund GDXJ (a basket of approximately 40 to 60 small capitalization G&PM investments and an investment that 
clients often hold in the Global Portfolios).  As we can see from the chart below, GDXJ is currently trading near 
its all-time low of US$18.55 per share (as of July 23, 2015).  GDXJ’s previous high was US$154.06 (please note 
that GDXJ’s actual intermittent daily high not shown on this chart is actually approximately US$180 per share, 
we will use US$154.06 for illustrative purposes) or an approximate 730% increase or approximately 8.3 times 
return to reach its prior high.  We may expect that as the sector naturally recovers (i.e. as virtually all sectors 
always have) and over time the market makes a future high (i.e. as virtually all markets always have), our G&PM 
investments may also increase 730% or 8.3 times higher than their current lows.  We must remember that GDXJ 
is an unmanaged and unlevered investible passive index of a basket of small capitalization G&PM stocks.  In 
addition to ETF’s like GDXJ, INTAC also invests in G&PM managed funds (i.e. active G&PM investment 
managers), direct investments in G&PM investments with a range of market capitalizations, employs market 
timing to the buying and selling of investments (i.e. a secondary layer of active investment management) and 
employs the prudent use of margin/leverage.  It is our experience that the best of breed active management offered 
by fund managers usually outperforms passively managed investible indexes in upward trending markets due to 
their alpha / value-add through superior investment selection.  It is also our experience that alpha, or the degree to 
which active management usually outperforms passively managed investible indexes in upward trending markets, 
is usually 1.5 times to 2 times and the degree to which the prudent use of margin/leverage outperforms passively 
managed investible indexes in upward trending markets is usually an additional 1.5 times to 2 times (this depends 
greatly upon the timing and level of prudent margin/leverage that is employed).  Therefore, it is reasonable to 
expect that if an unmanaged and unlevered index increases 8.3 times (or 730%), that an actively managed 
portfolio exposed to the same sector (that employs two levels of active management and market timing and 
delivers an alpha of 1.5), that also employs a prudent use of margin/leverage and delivers a beta of 1.5, may 
produce returns in the range of 12.5 times to 18.75 times (or 1,150% to 1,875%).  Therefore, if and when the 
G&PM investments sector returns to its all-time high, it is reasonable for client accounts that remain invested and 
roll into the INTAC private fund, to potentially experience a recovery and outsized returns in the range of 830% 
to 1,875% (or potentially much higher depending on the future highs in G&PM investments).  An INTAC client 
account with a client selected Balanced Aggressive Investment Philosophy and a current valuation of US$10,000, 
therefore may see their account appreciate 8.3 to 18.75 times higher (or 830% to 1,875% higher) to a future 
valuation of US$83,000 to US$187,500 (or potentially much higher depending on the future highs in G&PM 
investments and the alpha that is ultimately achieved).  While we recognize that the magnitude of these examples 
of possible returns may seem unimaginable, we remind our clients that we have been through many market 
boom/bust cycles in our 25+ years of active investment management experience and that our current positioning 
is very similar to our overweight and concentrated exposure to oil investments in 1998.  At that time INTAC 
chose to overweight the undervalued oil sector, oil also a commodity like gold, when oil was trading at 
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approximately US$9 per barrel, at a time when INTAC recognized that technology stocks were becoming 
dangerously overvalued.  INTAC chose to invest in the cheapest oil investments, which at the time were Russian 
oil companies that were massively depressed due to the political instability in Russia, and Russian oil investments 
were trading at a massive discount to their western and global counterparts.  INTAC made investments into 
Fleming Russia Securities Fund and Templeton Russia Fund.  After making our initial investments, and the 
surprise event of Russia refusing the International Monetary Fund’s bail-out package and the ensuing default and 
devaluation in Russia, we saw our overall Russian oil investments fall from a relative valuation of approximately 
US$4 to US$1, or a 75% decline at a time when the NASDAQ and the S&P 500 where making all-time highs.  It 
is easy to look back today, and recognize that oil was not correctly priced at US$9 per barrel, and by extension 
that Russian oil investments were not properly priced at a relative valuation of US$1 at their all-time lows, 
however at the time this was a very difficult trade for us and our clients (i.e. an experience that is very similar to 
that which all of us have experienced over the last 57 months).  However, INTAC’s active investment 
management of overweighting Russian oil investments at critical lows and simultaneously not investing in the 
NASDAQ and S&P 500, and advising clients to reduce their non-INTAC exposure to the NASDAQ and S&P 500 
investments was stellar investment management and advice and produced amazing outsized returns for INTAC 
clients.  Please see below, the chart for the Templeton Russia Fund, one of the investments INTAC bought during 
the period just prior to, during, and following the Russian default and devaluation from the middle of 1998 and 
the ensuing recovery that lasted until late 2006 (note that a chart is not available for our primary Russian oil 
investment vehicle the Fleming Russia Securities Fund (i.e. since bought out by JP Morgan which was since 
bought out by Chase Bank) however we note that the ultimate return was substantially higher (approximately 3 
times higher than that of the Templeton Russia Fund)).  You will note from the below chart, that our investments 
in the Templeton Russia Fund bottomed at US$1.49 per share, after our initial investments were made at an 
average cost of approximately US$5 per share or down approximately 70%.  Our clients endured a violent 
whipsaw market, of numerous false rallies and retracements over the next four (4) years, until finally the 
sustainable recovery took place that lasted four (4) more years with the fund making it’s all time high of 
US$33.54 per share for an explosive 2,151% return off of the low (or an approximate 570% return above our 
initial average cost).  We believe that the eventual recovery in the G&PM sector may equal, or may eclipse, the 
explosive recovery that took place in Russian oil investments experienced from the middle of 1998 through to the 
end of 2006, as illustrated by the Templeton Russia Fund.  For this reason (along with strong fundamental and 
macroeconomic reasoning) we continue to focus on G&PM investments, we endeavor to launch the proposed 
Global Hard Assets Allocator private fund (i.e. which we believe is a sustainable and scalable platform by which 
we and all of our clients can maintain our G&PM investments awaiting the anticipated recovery/rally and 
following such potential returns diversify into other hard assets as prudent at such time), and is why we have 
encouraged all of our clients to review their overall exposure to G&PM investments and to take advantage of 
INTAC’s Dollar Cost Averaging program to increase their overall exposure to 10% or potentially up to 20% or as 
is prudent and appropriate for their individual circumstances. 
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Update on Reduced Liquidity Investments: 
 
INTAC recently completed an intensive campaign to contact clients by email and by follow-up phone calls (i.e. as 
required) to encourage all clients holding NWM Mining Corp. (“NWM”) shares, to vote their NWM shares in 
regards to the NWM Annual and Special Meeting of Shareholders on July 15, 2015.  Of note was the 
Arrangement Resolution, that was overwhelmingly supported and passed by all NWM shareholders whom voted 
(i.e. 95% in favor), which was an arrangement to sell NWM for all cash price of C$0.005 per share.  As stated 
above, while we do not support selling any G&PM investments after enduring such severe declines and at a time 
that we believe that these G&PM investments are massively undervalued, however, we do view the switching of 
NWM into other G&PM investments that are more liquid and at similarly depressed valuations as a very 
favorable opportunity.  The impeccable timing of this transaction allows NWM shareholders to invest their 
proceeds back into the same G&PM investment sector, that is down approximately 90%, through a more 
diversified and liquid means by focusing on the buying of managed funds such as the Sprott Gold and Precious 
Metals Fund (Class F - with institutional ongoing fee rebates) and the Sentry Precious Metals Growth Fund (Class 
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I), both of which are not available to retail investors.  INTAC clients that held their client discretionary NWM 
shares in an INTAC discretionary account will also see their cash proceeds invested into the Global Portfolios 
(and their relative exposure to investments such as the Sprott Gold and Precious Metals Fund (Class F - with 
institutional ongoing fee rebates) and the Sentry Precious Metals Growth Fund (Class I) increase as those 
investments are purchased in the growth INTAC Global Portfolios.  We do not support Clients taking the cash 
proceeds of the NWM all-cash sale out of their INTAC accounts at this time, because it is tantamount to selling 
G&PM investments after enduring a massive decline and at a time that we believe that these G&PM investments 
are massively undervalued.  For those clients that want to decrease their current asset allocation to G&PM 
investments, we recommend doing so when the market has recovered to the point where GDXJ is trading at 
approximately US$46 per share (i.e. in excess of a 100% return from current values) at a minimum.  
 
It is also noteworthy that Minera Alamos Inc. (“MAI” and formerly Virgin Metals Inc.), has completed an 
important financing, despite the difficulty of sourcing financing dollars for small-capitalization companies as 
described above, and intends to use these financing dollars to build a starter-mine with the plan to use the starter 
mine cash flow to finance the ongoing future mine expansion to grow organically.  While, MAI has copper and 
molybdenum assets (i.e. not gold and precious metals assets), our extensive due diligence of these assets indicates 
that these assets are both incredibly valuable and currently incredibly undervalued.  It is noteworthy that Sprott’s 
Investment Management team, recognized as one of the top hard assets investors in Canada and globally, 
conducted extensive due diligence on MAI’s assets, which included site visits, and made a C$10 million 
investment at a relative share value of C$25 per share (i.e. MAI is currently traded with limited volume around 
C$0.10 per share) or 250 times higher than current valuations.  That would mean that a C$10,000 investment 
would need to increase to C$2,500,000 for Sprott to break even on their substantial investment (i.e. there is a lot 
of potential upside in MAI).  In addition, MAI’s engineering team is the same team responsible for developing 
both of the gold mines that were put into operation by Castle Gold Corporation (i.e. which was eventually sold to 
Argonaut Gold Inc.) and realized outsized cash returns for INTAC clients at the end of 2009.  While we recognize 
that MAI is still a long-term investment, and that there are many risks facing small-capitalization base metals 
companies at this time, we believe this to be a great long-term buy and hold investment, with a capable 
management team and are encouraged by management’s ability to raise important financing dollars at this time.  
Despite this very positive news regarding both NWM and MAI, we have taken the conservative approach of 
continuing to report these investments to clients via the Reduced Liquidity (“RL”) Investments Report included 
with their INTAC Quarterly Statement and as such no fees continue to apply to these positions as has been the 
case year to date. 
 
 
Additional Research: 
 
Additional Reading Research: 
 
We will send you a separate email containing the following additional research and information: 
1) INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis 15-06-30 
2) INTAC - Top Global G&PM Fund Manager Bios 
3) INTAC Inv Com 2015-Q2 Web Research 
 
We recommend that clients read this additional independent research in an effort to stay well informed on the 
critical considerations that relate to the important decisions that face all HNWI investors in regards to rebalancing 
their overall - net worth / investment - asset allocation and in particular in consideration of their allocation to 
alternative investment strategies and in particular G&PM investments. 
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Conclusion 
 
We are convinced that our INTAC Global Investments – Private Wealth Management – GlobalPortfolios are well 
positioned for the medium to long term and that our current bar-bell strategy – a leveraged overweight in gold and 
precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of cash equivalents / 
margin, will pro-offer significant gains on both an absolute and relative basis over the coming years. 
 
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed in the context of prevailing market conditions 
in all of your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your 
individual circumstances. 
 
Please contact Mark Robinson by phone at #1-284-494-1750 Ext. 201 and/or by email at 
mrobinson.intac@surfbvi.com and/or James Mark Plaxton by email mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com if you have any 
questions and/or would like to discuss your account. 
 
We anticipate that a substantial and sustainable recovery awaits us and that this will eventually accelerate into 
stellar outperformance for INTAC clients over the medium and long-term, and that we will eventually be 
rewarded for our patience.  Thank you for your continued support. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 

Mark Andrew Robinson 

Mark Andrew Robinson, CFA 
CEO and Chief Compliance Officer – 
INTAC (BVI) International Investments Limited 
Director - INTAC Independent Technical Analysis Centre Ltd. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 

James Mark Plaxton 

James Mark Plaxton, B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor 
Founder, Executive Chairman, & Chief Investment Officer – 
INTAC (BVI) International Investments Limited 
Director - INTAC Independent Technical Analysis Centre Ltd. 
 


